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MARSH, FRANK, RAJAN SUMMARY

This testimony addresses that aspect of DAARE/ SAFE Contention 9(c)g

which asserts that steam generator tube degradation problems pose a
~

hazard under accident conditions and the comparable aspects of League

contention 22. It make the follow principal points.

1. Steam generator tubes are specifically designed to withstand
the differential pressures likely to be observed during accidents and
the Staff has prescribed ISI programs and plugging criteria to ensure
that the integrity is maintained. The Applicant has also analyzed a
single steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event as one of the design

' basis events and found 'that the 10 CFR 100 limits are not exceeded.

2. While the Staff is undergoing generic studies to improve steam
generator tube reliability,and to better understand the consequences of -

an SGTR coupled with other accidents, concurrent SGTR and other DBA
events are beyond the current design bases. The Staff does not believe
that either the probability or realistic outcome of such events
necessitates explicit design basis consideration.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

BEFORE'THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)i

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-454 --OL
) 50-455 - OL

(Bvron Station, )
Unit Nos. I and 2) )

TESTIMONY OF LEDYARD B. MARSH, LOUIS FRANK AND JAI RAJ RAJAN
ON DAARE/ SAFE CONTENTION'9(C) AND LEAGUE CONTENTION 22

Q.1 State your names and affiliations.

A.1 My name is Ledyard B. Marsh, Section Leader in the Reactor Systems

Branch, Division of Systems Integration, NRC Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation. A statement of my professional qualifications

|
is attached.

My name is Louis Frank. I am a Senior Materials Engineer in the

Materials Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, NRC Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A statement of my professional

qualifications accompanied my separate testimony in this proceeding.

My name is Jai Raj Rajan. I am a Materials Engineer in the

Mechanical Engineering Branch, Division of Enoineering, NRC Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A statement of my professional

qualifications accompanied my separate testimony in this proceeding.
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Q.2 What is the purpose of this testimony?

A.2 (Panel) The purpose of this testimony is to address that aspect of
,

DAARE/ SAFE contention 9(C) which asserts, in part, that steam
,

-generator tube integrity problems pose a " hazard . . .under accident

conditions" and the comparable aspect of League Contention 22..

.

Q.3 Has the Applicant analyzed a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)

accident as a design basis event?

A.3 (Marsh) Yes. The Applicant has analyzed the systems performance and

offsite consequences as a result of the full severance of a single

steam generator tube both with and without offsite power. See FSAR

and SER, Section 15.6. The Staff concluded that, in either situation,

the resultant radiological consequences would not exceed the

allowable exposure limits set forth in 10 CFR 6 100.11.

Q.4 Are there any accidents that could worsen steam generator tube

c integrity?

A.4 (Marsh,Rajan)Yes. Those accidents which result in the largest
! differential pressure between primary'and secondary sides of steam

generator tubes have the greatest potential for affecting SG tube
' integrity. The largest differential pressures occur during three

extremely low probabilitv events: the large break LOCA, which

results in a rapid primary coolant depressurization, and the large

main steam line break (MSLB) and large main-feedline break (MFLB)

accidents which result in the most rapid steam generator

depressurization.
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Q.5 What would be the likely effect of one of those accidents on steam

generator tube integrity?
'

A.5 (Marsh, Frank) The likelv effect of the large break LOCA or large

main steam line break on degraded steam generator tubes would be to.

develop a small leak. It should be noted that the large main steam

line break accident'is required by the Staff to be analyzed assuming

a primary-to-secondary leak rate in excess of that allowed by the

Technical Specifications. The development of small leaks would have

virtually no impact on the large break LOCA analysis since the leak

rates into the primary would be extremely small.

(Raian, Frank) If either of these extremely low probability accidents

occurred, there would probably be no significant effect upon steam

generator tube integrity. The steam generator tubes are designed to

withstand the differential pressures likely to be experienced during

the most severe LOCA main steam line break or main feedline break
i

j accidents. Furthermore, the tube pluqqing criteria requires that a
!

reasonable factor of safety still exists when 70-75 percent of the

steam generator tube wall has been lost. Additionally, technical

specification leak rate limits, which require plant shutdown when

small leaks develop, the routine Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program

conducted to detect tubes with ir. sufficient wall thickness, and an
!

improved water chemistry program will serve to maintain steam

generator tube integrity.

|
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Q.6 What woulo be the incremental effect of a steam generator tube

rupture upon a large MSLB, MFLB or LOCA?

A.6 (Marsh) The consequences of a large MSLB inside containment could be

adversely affected in this instance by the addition of reactor
.

coolant. inventory and stored energy to the containment. However,

calculations have shown that containment integrity is not affected,

the core always remains covered and cooled due to the addition
.

of emergency core cooling, and there is ample water supply

available for long term core cooling.

The consequences of a large MSLB outside containment could be

adversely affected due to the direct path of primary coolant to the

environment, and the loss of primary coolant and makeup water

through the tube and out the broken steam line. Calculations have

been performed to evaluate the systems performance, offsite

consequences and required operator actions assumino a SGTR

concurrent with a MSLB outside containment. These studies

evaluated the effects of a main steam line break combined with one

or five ruptured steam generator tube, and a small break LOCA. The

results of these analyses indicate that primary coolant shrinkage,

caused by overcooling, and the simultaneous loss of primary

coolant, can be compensated by the high pressure emergency core

cooling system. The core remsins covered, and the primary coolant

remains subcooled, except in the vessel upper head. The

calculations and results are described in NUREG-0937.

.
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Additionally, as part of the technical resolution of Unresolved
,

Safety Issues A-3, 4 and 5, the Staff assessed the consequences of

single and multiple tube breaks (in a single steam generator)

concurrent'with a large main steam line break or large cold leg

break LOCA. One of the main purposes of this effort is,to develop

a statistically bated inservice inspection program that affords a

high degree of assurance that if a large MSLB'or LOCA occurred
,

concurrent with ruptured steam generator tubes in the affected

steam generator, the offsite dose and fuel temperatures are

acceptable.

1

The consequences of a large, cold leg LOCA could be adversely

affected by the flow of steam generator fluid into the primary loop

through the broken steam generator tubes. The fluid could,

depending on the RCS pressure and temperatures, flash to steam and

act to retard core reflooding. Several computer studies performed

over the years indicated the following:
1

1) Ruptur.e of a few tubes during a LOCA would have very

little effect.

2) If a large number of tubes ruptured, the additional fluid
|

flow into the reactor vessel during a large break would

actually aid in cooling the core.

3) An optimum number of tubes over a limited range (about

12) could have a detrimental effect. However, it is not

expected to lead to a core meltdown.

.- . ._ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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A series of LOCA experiments with varying. degrees of simulated tube

failures were performed in the Semiscale facility at the Idaho

National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) several years ago. These

experiments confirmed the general behavior discussed above.

However,

the experiments did not show the same degree of degraded core cooling
,

as the analysis did for the worst cases. In fact the experiments

did not indicate that any core damage would occur.

As in the case of a large MSLB, the consequences of a large MFLB

could be adversely affected should there be a simultaneous steam

generator tube rupture, due to the flow of radioactive primary

coolant out the break. If the break is inside containment, then

the added primary coolant mass and energy could act to add to the

containment pressurization. However, the overall consequences.

would be bounded by the combined MSLB and SGTR inside containment

since the mass and energy added by the primary coolant would be

either the same or bounded by the MSLB and SGTR case. If the break

is outside containment, again the overall consequences would be

comparable to or be bounded by the MSLB and SGTR for the same

reason as above.

.

Q.7 Why doesn't the Staff postulate one of these events combined with a

steam generator tube rupture as a design basis event?
,
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A.7 (Marsh) The MSLB, MFLB and large, cold leg break LOCA accidents are

extremely low probabiliti events. The SGTR event, while not as

infrequent as the LOCA, MSLB or MFLB . accidents is also an infrequent '

event. Therefore, taken independently the liklihood of a SGTR,

concurrent with a LOCA, MFLB or MSLB, is extremely low.

(Frank, Rajan) Further, the steam generator tubes are designed such

that MSLBs, MFLBs or LOCAs will not cause tube ruptures. The tube

wall thickness, and internal support arrangements are such that,

even with' some tube wall degradation, a MSLB, MFLB, or LOCA will not

result in breakage of a steam generator tube. To ensure tubes are not

degraded to the point where rupture is possible, the Staff requires

licensees to shut down and repair steam generator tubes should the

primary-to-secondary leakage exceed a maximum allowed by technical

specification. The Staff further requires licensees to routinely-

inspect steam' generator tubes and to plug those whose wall thickness

is degraded. As a further means of reducing the rate of steam

generator tube degradation, water chemistry programs are implemented

to minimize the contaminants in the steam generator.

(Marsh, Frank)

Moreover, as part of the Staff's ongoing evaluation of the four-

domestic SGTRs and steam generator tube degradation in general, a

number of specific requirements are being considered. At present,

twelve industry requirements are undergoing cost-benefit assessment

by the Staff and its consultant. Additionally, a number of other

- _
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items are being considered as Staff actions. It should be noted

that the actions under consideration for the PWR industry and for
'

the Staff are aimed at improving and gaining understanding of the

overall problem of steam generator tube degradation, not to extend

the licensing basis.

(Marsh)

Finally, as a result of the TMI accident, TMI Action Plan item I.C.1

requires the industry to upgrade emergency operating guidelines and

procedures to cover multiple failure events which fall outside the
.

required design envelope assumptions for safety analyses. The Staff

and vendors are analyzing a variety of such events, including coincident

steam generator tube ruptures and LOCAs and coincident steam generator

tube rupture and steam line breaks. The results of a recent Staff

analysis are discussed in NUREG-0937. The thrust of

this effort is not to extend the licensing basis, but to improve

the operating procedures.

|

Q.8 In summary, do.you believe that steam generator tube ruptures,

either as an isolated event (s), or coupled with other accidents

pose an undue risk to public health and safety?

A.8 (Panel) No. Steam generator tubes are specifically designed to

withstand the differential pressures likely to be observed during

accidents and the Staff has prescribed ISI programs and plugging

criteria to ensure that the integrity is maintained. The Applicant

!
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has also analyzed a single. tube rupture event as one of the design

basis events and found that the 10 CFR 100 limits are not exceeded.
.

While the Staff is undergoing generic studies to improve steam

generator tube reliability, and to.better understand the con-

sequences of an SGTR coupled with other accidents, concurrent SGTR
,

and other DBA events are bevond the current desian bases. We do

not believe that either the probability or realistic outcome of

such events necessitates explicit design basis consideration.
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Statement of Professional Qualifications

Ledy'ard B. Marsh
.

I am employed as a Section Leader in-the Reactor Systems Brancii, '

-

,

Division of Systems Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation..

My responsibilities include supervising the safety reviews of the

reactor coolant, emergency core cooling, accident and transient analyses ,

as well as other reactor systems which are assigned to me during the

review of nuclear power reactor license applications or safety analyses

to support proposed operating reactor technical specification changes. ,
.

I graduated from the University of Oklahoma in 1970 with a Bachelor of

Science in Electrical Enginee' ring. IN 1976, I received a Mas.ters of

Science degree in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Washington.,

l From 1970 to 1974, I was an officer in the Navy Nuclear Pcwer Program.

I attended a year of formal training in the design and operation of the

Navy surface ship nuclear propulsion plant. I was then assigned to-

nuclear powered heavy destroyer, USS California, where I took part in

the propulsion plants construction, testing and operation.

1

In August,1976 I accepted employment with the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission in the Reactor Safety Branch. I reviewed safety analyses to

support licensee proposed ECCS des 1gn modifications and technical

specification changes. In late 1979 and early 1980 I supervised the

j review of the three domestic steam generator tube rupture. events and was

I the principle author of NUREG-0651, " Evaluation of Steam Generator Tube

.
-
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Rupture Events." In my present position as Section Leader in the

Reactor Systems Branch, I have been involved in the review of the Ginna
,

steam generator tube rupture event, and the development of plant

specific and generic recommendations as a result of the Ginna SGTR as

well as the other domestic SGTRs. I have also supervised the Division

of Systems Integration review of the technical report presentation the

resolution of USIs A-3, 4, 5, NUREG-0844
.
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